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Editor's letter
Welcome to the Spring issue! This season is all about renovation and
that's why you'll see a slight change in our issues. Nothing very drastic
really, we've just been a little bit more creative and fresh for you to go
on enjoying the features we've organized and selected for your entertainment. We want you to connect with your favourite artists finding the
beauty behind the lens, hoping that you enjoy the experience as you read
the pages of our magazine. Viewties is written for the fans, the talent
and the art lovers who loyally read us every issue. Remember this is a
fast read digital publication to celebrate art and value the talent, to know
the other side of the story. One artist at the time.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their work and dedication that bringing a project /
character to life requiere. As I always say, If I can take something from
my job, I strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the
ride and prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia

Saffron Hocking

Words Vanesa Miraglia

We sit down with the talented and beautiful Saffron Hocking to talk about her
brilliant performance as Lauryn on the highly anticipated return of Netflix’s hit TOP
BOY. Playing the playful and outgoing sister of Jaq, this upcoming season will be a
very interesting one for this role in particular.
Readers might be familiar with Saffron for her roles as Emma Lyndsey on BBC &
Fudge Park’s comedy series WHITE GOLD, Eleanor Kemp on the gritty, semiimprovised BBC crime drama LONDON KILLS and she also had roles in DOCTORS
and PARTNERS IN CRIME on the BBC, and Blank Page Productions’
SMALLTOWN. Earlier this year, Saffron finished filming the highly anticipated
Marvel/Disney’s MOON KNIGHT, opposite Oscar Isaac, which is due to premiere
in 2022.
In a conversation with Viewties, the lovely actress chats all things TOP BOY and her
experience playing such a fantastic character this new season.

I truly believe as human
beings we neverstop learning.

SH.

V: You’re reviving the role of Lauryn, what
can you reveal of your character’s evolution
in this season?
SAFFRON: Where we left Lauryn in the last season, she had seemingly been shunned, abandoned
and told to never come back to Summerhouse.
Where we pick up, Lauryn is pregnant and in
Liverpool - a place where she knew no one apart
from Curtis her new boyfriend who she is in a
domestically abusive relationship with. Lauryn now
has to battle with the notion that if she remains in
the situation she is in, she and her unborn child
could be in danger. We follow her on a journey of
desperately wanting to escape and return back to
Summerhouse to be with her mum and sister Jaq.
V: What’s your favourite aspect of Lauryn’s
journey in this series?

SAFFRON: My favourite aspect of Lauryn is her
fight. Lauryn never gives up and she adopts
multiple techniques to survive, stay safe and
be heard. The love she has for her unborn child
is what drives her throughout the series and I
think that a mothers love is the most beautiful
thing.
V: This time, your character takes on a
more prominent role. Which were some of
the characteristics that you had to pay
more attention to in the moment of reconnecting with her again?
SAFFRON: I began by removing all judgement
of Lauryn. I tried to understand why she does
the things she does and decided that they all
came from a place of love, specifically wanting
to be loved. I also reminded myself that Lauryn
is young and still learning. I truly believe as
human beings we never stop learning and
whilst she may appear to make some pretty
catastrophic mistakes and questionable life
decisions - she is doing the best with what she
has at that time.

V: Was anybody in particular a source of inspiration that you have used to base her on?
SAFFRON: I don’t know if there is one specific person
but I am constantly inspired by the strength of women
around me. I reached out to a charity called Refuge
who help victims of domestic abuse. Their help was
beyond what I could have hoped for and their guidance
was invaluable. They educated me, they supported me
and they have introduced me to one of their survivors
- an incredible, beautiful and strong woman. I would
say all the women at the charity inspire me and I hope
to be part of their ongoing work for the foreseeable future.
V: You have moments of intensity and emotionally demanding scenes during this season, what
is the acting process like in these sorts of
scenes and how did you feel minutes prior to
start shooting?
SAFFRON: I often approach the emotional scenes by
going all in and not holding back. Before doing that
though I do have a level of care and preparation that I
give to myself. I draw on emotional times I’ve experienced in my own life and try to apply what I may have
been feeling at the time, to the scene at hand.
V: What’s a typical day on the TOP BOY set like?

SAFFRON: We all get on so well and that’s everyone
on set from the cast to the crew to production.
Everyone has one another’s backs so it’s like one big
family getting together and creating something
magical.
V: For those watching TOP BOY for the first
time, why should they watch the show?
SAFFRON: Because it’s educational; it invites viewers into a world which they may not know about or
may have pre conceived ideas about it. I truly believe we tell the truth without glorifying or glamourising but instead humanising.
V: How has appearing in TOP BOY changed
your life? Do you find that you’re recognised
often or do you manage to avoid this?
SAFFRON: It’s changed my life because it’s given
me the opportunity to truly spread my wings as a
performer and delve into the depth of a character
that is quite different to who I am as a person. I
wouldn’t necessarily say I am recognised loads, but
whenever I am, it’s all love.

Top Boy is now
streaming On Netflix
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